
UNIT

6
Business Writing

writing business documents

In this unit you are going to learn about

Lesson 1 -  Business Documents

Warm-Up

Note down a few business documents that you know.

Activity 1 

In response to her e-mail with the accounting firm, Mrs Jacobson received an out of office auto-reply below. Read the
message. Say what you think.
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I will be unable to delete all the emails you send me until I return from holiday (18th of January).
Please be patient, and your mail will be deleted in the order in which it was received.

Here are some more funny automated e-mail responses:

Thank you for your message. Just to make you aware, I am currently ignoring your email as I do not get paid enough to
respond to your enquiry.

Thank you for your email. Please kindly note that I will not be able to reply to it promptly. In fact, I might not have the
time to reply tı it at all.

<<<<
Business
DOCUMENTS

<<<<
<<<<

<<<<

<<<<

<<<<

Mrs Jacobson

Out-of office Auto Reply



_______________

_______________
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Activity 2 

Here are some different types of business documents. Match them.

invoice contract memo agenda order from letter fax newsletter sales report

_______________

a b c d e f g h i

1
2

3



_______________

_______________
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_______________

4

5

6



_______________

_______________

_______________
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7

8

9
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Letters and Emails

What are the most important rules to follow whilist writing an email? Discuss and decide.

1

2

3

SALUTATIONS
INFORMATION

BOX

CLOSINGS

FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS

Formal
Dear Sir/Madam
Dear Mrs Emerson

Informal
Hi Haruto
Hello Natalie

Formal
Best regards

Your faithfully
Kind regards

Informal
Best
Take care
Warm regards
All the best
Cheers for now

Formal
I/We look forward to

Informal
hearing from you.
seeing you there.
meeting you next month.
hearing from you soon.

Do you know how many people in the world use emails every day to transfer data? Find out by doing some online 
research.

a

b

Activity 3 -
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Read the article below about the importance of email etiquette. Then match the  with the .
Write the correct letter in the spaces.

sub-headings (A-D) paragraphs

Activity 4

A.

B. 

C. 

D.

 Properly Format Your Emai

Keep It Short And Get To The Point

Catch Your Audience

 Write Accurate Subject Lines

Email etiquette goes a long way

Badly written messages may be costing your business, says Monica Seeley.

In this age of 24/7 communications, speed is vital, but so too is the quality
of your message. When you read an email, does the salutation, length,
spelling use of capitals (caps) or sign-off ever annoy you? Yes? Then you
will understand that poor email etiquette may be costing your business.

1) __________ Just as the way you dress presents an image to the people 
who judge you, so the same happens with email. It has been estimated that you
have less than five seconds before your email recipient forms a picture of you and how serious you are about doing
business. In that time, the recipient will either like your proposal, or lose interest.

2) __________ Start with your subject line. It’s like the impression you create walking into a room.

3) __________ A recent survey showed that 63 per cent of business people say that no greeting looks sloppy(özensiz) 
and unprofessional. Opening with the recipient’s name or “Dear” are regarded as the most professional. A salutation such 
as “Hi” and “Hello” comes third... Check that you use the correct name: automatic spellcheckers can changethem if you’re 
not careful.

4) __________ Content is so important. Write your message in simple language. Just as the design of your clothes says it 
all, so should the content of your email. Structure it and spell-check it. A note below saying you sent it from a mobile device
is no excuse for sloppiness(özensizlik).

5) __________ Spelling mistakes and poor grammar are seen as bad by almost everyone. For length, think in fives:
five sentences, five questions, five paragraphs. This is the optimum for an email, after which most recipients will close
an email and move on.

Adapted from: http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/b9820bb4-991e-11e1-9a37-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2WlpYxfl8

Look at the different kinds of letters below (1-7).

Activity 5

1. Offering Assistance 2. Confirmation 3. Request 4. Response to a request

5. Reference 6. Accepting terms 7. Refusing terms

Now read these parts of different letters (a-g). Match the phrases with the letter types above (1-7).

a) I would be very grateful if you could send

me more information about ... _____

b) I am writing with reference to ... _____

c) I’d like to confirm what we talked

about last Monday ... _____

d) I’m writing to let you know that ... _____

e) If we can be of assistance, please

don’t hesitate to contact me _____

f) We are in agreement with your offer._____

g) Thank you for your offer. But I regret

that these conditions are not acceptable

to us. _____

a

b
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Activity 6

Read the letter below.

Wivenhoe Road Co4 3SQ
Colchester

1) _______________ Mrs Anderson

2) _______________ for your 3) _______________. 4) ________________ you send us the
details of the products in our contract? Our office is situated next to the post office in Wivenhoe Road. 
5) _______________ a map showing you how to find our office. Please 6) _______________
the time of arrival of your plane. 7) _______________ to hearing from you 8) _______________.

9) _______________

A. Stojan
Director

Jefferson Limited
13 May 2015

a) Now decide what kind of letter this is. (Use the list in Activity 5)                                       .

b) Complete the above letter. Use these phrases:

Could you enquiry Thank you let us know

Dear I am looking forward to Best regards

soon

Please find enclosed* * * * *
* * * *

c) Find a copy of a similar kind of letter online.

Is it acceptable to make spelling mistakes in formal emails? Yes/No. Why?

Activity 7

1

2

3

Activity 8

Below is a set of jumbled sentences from an email sent by a high school student.
Put them in the correct order. One has been done for you.

Could you also tell me how many hours of lessons there are per week?

I would like to know whether your school offers courses specifically
for high school students aged 16-18.

I am writing to get some information about your English for Finance course
in the summer. I am a high school student studying to become an accountant.

Finally, I was wondering if any extra-curricular activities such as lectures or 
trips are offered at your university. If so, are these included in the price,
or at an additional cost?

I would prefer to stay in a single room with shared kitchen and
self-catering facilities.

1
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Activity 9 

You’ve received an email from a business partner, Mt Mathias Summer from Mat-Rix Limited in Scotland.
He wants to confirm a meeting with you but you won’t be able to attend. So write a reply.

An office in Istanbul

meeting on
3rd June

reason for meeting:

Tax-related

at 18:30 Park hotel

in Istanbul

flight to Istanbul
has been cancelled

ñ

�
¦

‘

C
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Emoticons and AbbreviationsActivity 10 - 

Answer the questions below.

1. Do you like inserting emoticons, capital leters, etc in your emails? Yes/No

2. What types of emoticons do you use most frequently in your emails?

Draw them here.

3. Why do you like/not like using them?

Because________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________.

Look at the ten                            below. Then match them with their meanings.emoticons

2

1

3

4

5
6

7

8

9

10

happy _____

laugh _____

suprised _____

sad _____

angry _____

kiss _____

evil _____
angel _____

shouting _____ romantic _____

a

b
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Now draw and write the keyboard equivalent for each emoticon.

Example:             >   :-)   or   :)

1. __________   >   __________

2. __________   >   __________

3. __________   >   __________

4. __________   >   __________

5. __________   >   __________

6. __________   >   __________

7. __________   >   __________

8. __________   >   __________

9. __________   >   __________

Mini-Project

d. Search for more interesting/funny emoticons on the Internet. Make a list of them and their meanings.
Show them to your class in the next unit.

c
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Activity 11

Tick one column for each of the following (1-10). See Info Box below.

1.  B4N

2.  OMG

3.  DIY

4.  min.

5.  CUL8ER

6.  ICT

7.  CV

8.  ILY

9.  ASAP

10.  LOL

ABBREVIATION
(part of word)

ABBREVIATION
(of 2 words)

ABBREVIATION
(of more than 2 words)

ACRONYM

INFORMATION

BOX
An acronym is an abbreviation formed from the combination of the first letter of each word.
e.g. NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organization
i.e. We say "Naytow" not "N-A-T-O"

What do the following abbrevations/acronyms mean?

UNICEF: 

WHO: 

VAT: 

CEO: 

AIDS:

EU: 

UFO:

UEFA:

UNESCO:

a

b
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